
My Gallery Visit

This is Abington Art Center.

Abington Art Center has art  
classes, art galleries, and a  

sculpture park.

Abington Art Center shares its building  
with Parks and Recreation, Old York  

Historical Society, and Chabad. 

 

This is Abington Art Center’s front desk.  
This is where I can ask questions about  

Abington Art Center and join art classes.



My Gallery Visit

The front desk can be found by going through  
the orange door and following the signs.

Let’s discuss together: You are coming  
to visit Abington Art Center soon. Why? 

 

These are Abington Art Center’s bathrooms.  
They can be found in the hallway at the front  

of  the building or next to the front desk. 

This is where I will go, if  I 
need to use the bathroom.

Sometimes I get excited.  
When I feel excited, I like to make noise.

If  I make noise in an art gallery,  
it will distract those who want to  

look at the artwork and think.
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My Gallery Visit

Sometimes I get excited.  
When I feel excited, I like to make noise.

People come to art galleries to  
quietly look at the artwork and think.

If  I make noise in an art gallery,  
it will distract those who want to  

look at the artwork and think.

When I am visiting an art gallery,
I will talk quietly.



My Gallery Visit

If I touch the artwork, I could damage it.Some artwork looks fun to touch.

This will make the artist who  
made this artwork very sad.

When I am visiting an  
art gallery, I will hold my hands  

and only look at the artwork.

I love making art!  
Playing with materials is fun.

If  I am not careful, I could break the materials.  
No one will be able to make art if   

the materials can’t be used.
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I will be making artwork with my friends.

I love making art!  
Playing with materials is fun.

If  I am not careful, I could break the materials.  
No one will be able to make art if   

the materials can’t be used.
When I am using materials to make art,  

I will be careful and share with my friends.


